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HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURES OF ISOMONODROMIC DEFORMATIONS ON
MODULI SPACES OF PARABOLIC CONNECTIONS
ARATA KOMYO
Abstract. In this paper, we treat moduli spaces of parabolic connections. We take affine open coverings
of the moduli spaces, and we construct a Hamiltonian structure of an algebraic vector field determined
by the isomonodromic deformation on each affine open set of the coverings.
1. Introduction
Let (C, t) (t = (t1, . . . , tn)) be an n-pointed smooth projective curve of genus g over C, where t1, . . . , tn
are distinct points. We take a positive integer r and an element ν = (ν
(i)
j )
1≤i≤n
0≤j≤r−1 ∈ Cnr such that∑
i,j ν
(i)
j = −d ∈ Z. We say (E,∇, {l(i)∗ }1≤i≤n) is a (t,ν)-parabolic connection of rank r if
(1) E is a rank r algebraic vector bundle of degree d on C,
(2) ∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1C(t1 + · · ·+ tn) is a connection, and
(3) for each ti, l
(i)
∗ is a filtration E|ti = l(i)0 ⊃ l(i)1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ l(i)r = 0 such that dim(l(i)j /l(i)j+1) = 1 and
(resti(∇)− ν(i)j idE|ti )(l
(i)
j ) ⊂ l(i)j+1 for j = 0, . . . , r − 1.
Inaba–Iwasaki–Saito [7] (for the general case see Inaba [6]) introduces the α-stability for (t,ν)-parabolic
connections, and constructs the moduli scheme of α-stable (t,ν)-parabolic connections of rank r, denoted
by MαC (t,ν). Moreover, let T be a smooth algebraic scheme which is an e´tale covering of the moduli
stack of n-pointed smooth projective curves of genus g over C and take a universal family (C, t˜1, . . . , t˜n)
over T . Let N
(n)
r (d) be the set of ν = (ν
(i)
j ) ∈ Cnr such that
∑
i,j ν
(i)
j = −d ∈ Z. Then we can construct
a relative fine moduli scheme MαC/T (t˜, r, d) → T × N (n)r (d) of α-stable parabolic connections of rank r
and of degree d, which is smooth and quasi-projective [6, Theorem 2.1]. The moduli space MαC (t,ν) is a
fiber of MαC/T (t˜, r, d)→ T ×N (n)r (d) and is equipped with a natural symplectic structure.
The moduli space MαC/T (t˜, r, d) gives a geometric description of the differential equation determined
by the isomonodromic deformation. We fix ν. We can regard MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν → T as a phase space
of the differential equation determined by the isomonodromic deformation, and T as a space of time
variables. A fiber of MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν → T becomes a space of initial conditions. In fact, for the case of
C = P1, r = 2 and n = 4, these fibers coincide with the spaces of initial conditions for the Painleve´ VI
equation constructed by Okamoto [13] (see [8]). Inaba–Iwasaki–Saito [7] (for rank 2 and P1 cases) and
Inaba [6] (for general cases) show that the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence induces a proper surjective
bimeromorphic morphism between the moduli space of α-stable parabolic connections and the moduli
space of certain equivalence classes of representations of the fundamental group pi1(C \{t1, . . . , tn}, ∗). By
this property of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, they show that the differential equation determined
by the isomonodromic deformation satisfies the geometric Painleve´ property (see [7] and [6]). Note that
geometric descriptions of the isomonodromic deformation are also given by Hitchin [4] and Boalch [2], [3]
et al. from symplectic points of view.
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2 ARATA KOMYO
One of the important properties of the Painleve´ equations is that they can be written as (non-
autonomous) Hamiltonian systems ([14], [15], [11]). The purpose of this paper is to give Hamiltonian
descriptions of the vector fields determined by the isomonodromic deformations on the moduli space
MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν , which is a phase space. Hamiltonian descriptions of the vector fields determined by
the isomonodromic deformations on moduli spaces of certain connections were essentially considered by
Krichever [12] and Hurtubise [5]. (Wong [17] generalizes those results in the case of principal G-bundles).
We apply their ideas to the moduli space MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν of parabolic connections. Accordingly, we give
an affine open covering of MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν and a Hamiltonian structure on each affine open set. Namely, we
construct a 2-form ω on MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν such that the kernel Ker(ω) induces the vector fields determined
by the isomonodromic deformations and ω is the symplectic form fiberwise (Proposition 4.5). The 2-
form ω is considered in [9] and [10]. We define Hamiltonian functions Hi for i = 1, 2, . . . ,dimT on each
affine open set (Definition 4.6). If we take good coordinates on MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν , we obtain a Hamiltonian
description of the vector field determined by the isomonodromic deformation (Corollary 4.8).
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the description of the tangent
space of MαC (t,ν) and of the natural symplectic structure on M
α
C (t,ν) in terms of the hypercohomology
of a certain complex. In Section 3, 3.1, we recall the Atiyah algebra. In 3.2, we discuss a description of
the tangent space of MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν in terms of the hypercohomology of a certain complex. We use the
Atiyah algebra in a definition of this complex. In 3.3, we describe the vector field determined by the
isomonodromic deformation in terms of the hypercohomology. In Section 4, we give Hamiltonian descrip-
tions of the vector fields determined by the isomonodromic deformations. In 4.1, we construct a relative
initial connection ∇0. In 4.2, we define vector fields on each affine open set of MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν associated
to the relative initial connection ∇0. These vector fields are considered as vector fields associated to time
variables. In 4.3, we give the 2-form ω on MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν and define Hamiltonian functions on each affine
open set of the moduli space MαC/T (t˜, r, d)ν . Finally, we obtain a Hamiltonian description of the vector
field determined by the isomonodromic deformation on each affine open set.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Moduli space of stable parabolic connections. Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus
g. We put
Tn := {(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ C × · · · × C | ti 6= tj for i 6= j}
for a positive integer n. For integers d, r with r > 0, we put
N (n)r (d) :=
(ν(i)j )1≤i≤n0≤j≤r−1 ∈ Cnr
∣∣∣∣∣∣d+
∑
i,j
ν
(i)
j = 0
 .
Take members t = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ Tn and ν = (ν(i)j )1≤i≤n,0≤j≤r−1 ∈ N (n)r (d).
Definition 2.1. We say (E,∇, {l(i)∗ }1≤i≤n) is a (t,ν)-parabolic connection of rank r and degree d over
C if
(1) E is a rank r algebraic vector bundle on C,
(2) ∇ : E → E⊗Ω1C(t1 + · · ·+ tn) is a connection, that is, ∇ is a homomorphism of sheaves satisfying
∇(fa) = a⊗ df + f∇(a) for f ∈ OC and a ∈ E, and
(3) for each ti, l
(i)
∗ is a filtration E|ti = l(i)0 ⊃ l(i)1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ l(i)r = 0 such that dim(l(i)j /l(i)j+1) = 1 and
(resti(∇)− ν(i)j idE|ti )(l
(i)
j ) ⊂ l(i)j+1 for j = 0, . . . , r − 1.
Remark 2.2. We have
degE = deg(det(E)) = −
n∑
i=1
resti(∇det(E)) = −
n∑
i=1
r−1∑
j=0
ν
(i)
j = d.
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Take rational numbers
0 < α
(i)
1 < α
(i)
2 < · · · < α(i)r < 1
for i = 1, . . . , n satisfying α
(i)
j 6= α(i
′)
j′ for (i, j) 6= (i′, j′). We choose a sufficiently generic α = (α(i)j ).
Definition 2.3. A parabolic connection (E,∇, {l(i)∗ }1≤i≤n) is α-stable (resp. α-semistable) if for any
proper nonzero subbundle F ⊂ E satisfying ∇(F ) ⊂ F ⊗ Ω1C(t1 + · · ·+ tn), the inequality
degF +
∑n
i=1
∑r
j=1 α
(i)
j dim((F |ti ∩ l(i)j−1)/(F |ti ∩ l(i)j ))
rankF
<
(resp. ≤)
degE +
∑n
i=1
∑r
j=1 α
(i)
j dim(l
(i)
j−1/l
(i)
j )
rankE
holds.
Let T be a smooth algebraic scheme which is an e´tale covering of the moduli stackMg,n of n-pointed
smooth projective curves of genus g over C and take a universal family (C, t˜1, . . . , t˜n) over T .
Definition 2.4. We denote the pull-back of C and t˜ by the morphism T × N (n)r (d) → T by the same
characters C and t˜ = {t˜1, . . . , t˜n}. Then D(t˜) := t˜1 + · · ·+ t˜n becomes an effective Cartier divisor on C flat
over T ×N (n)r (d). We also denote by ν˜ the pull-back of the universal family on N (n)r (d) by the morphism
T×N (n)r (d)→ N (n)r (d). We define a functorMαC/T (t˜, r, d) from the category of locally noetherian schemes
over T ×N (n)r (d) to the category of sets by
MαC/T (t˜, r, d)(S) :=
{
(E,∇, {l(i)j })
}
/ ∼
for a locally noetherian scheme S over T ×N (n)r (d), where
(1) E is a rank r algebraic vector bundle on CS ,
(2) ∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1CS/S(D(t˜)S) is a relative connection,
(3) for each (t˜i)S , l
(i)
∗ is a filtration by subbundles E|(t˜i)S = l
(i)
0 ⊃ l(i)1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ l(i)r = 0 such that
(res(t˜i)S (∇)− (ν˜
(i)
j )S idE|ti )(l
(i)
j ) ⊂ l(i)j+1 for j = 0, . . . , r − 1, and
(4) for any geometric point s ∈ S, dim(l(i)j /l(i)j+1) ⊗ k(s) = 1 for any i, j and (E,∇, {l(i)j }) ⊗ k(s) is
α-stable.
Here (E,∇, {l(i)j }) ∼ (E′,∇′, {l′(i)j }) if there exist a line bundle L on S and an isomorphism σ : E ∼−→ E′⊗L
such that σ|ti(l(i)J ) = l′(i)j ⊗ L for any i, j and the diagram
E
∇ //
σ

E ⊗ Ω1C/T (D(t˜))
σ⊗id

E′ ⊗ L ∇
′⊗L // E′ ⊗ Ω1C/T (D(t˜))⊗ L
commutes.
Theorem 2.5 ([6, Theorem 2.1]). For the moduli functor MαC/T (t˜, r, d), there exists a fine moduli
scheme
MαC/T (t˜, r, d) −→ T ×N (n)r (d)
of α-stable parabolic connections of rank r and degree d, which is smooth and quasi-projective. The fiber
MαCx(t˜x,ν) over (x,ν) ∈ T ×N
(n)
r (d) is the moduli space of α-stable (t˜x,ν)-parabolic connections whose
dimension is
2r2(g − 1) + nr(r − 1) + 2
if it is non-empty.
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2.2. Infinitesimal deformations. We recall the description of the relative tangent sheaf Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/T×N
(n)
r (d)
in terms of the hypercohomology of a certain complex ([6, the proof of Theorem 2.1]). Let (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j })
be a universal family on C ×T MαC/T (t˜, r, d). First, we define a complex F• by
(1)
F0 :=
{
s ∈ End(E˜)
∣∣∣s|t˜i×MαC/T (t˜,r,d)(l˜(i)j ) ⊂ l˜(i)j for any i, j}
F1 :=
{
s ∈ End(E˜)⊗ Ω1C/T (D(t˜))
∣∣∣rest˜i×MαC/T (t˜,r,d)(s)(l˜(i)j ) ⊂ l˜(i)j+1 for any i, j}
∇F• : F0 −→ F1; ∇F•(s) = ∇˜ ◦ s− s ◦ ∇˜.
Second, we take an affine open set M ⊂MαC/T (t˜, r, d) and an affine open covering CM =
⋃
α Uα such that
E˜|Uα ∼= O⊕rUα for any α, ]{i | t˜i|CM ∩ Uα 6= ∅} ≤ 1 for any α and ]{α | t˜i|CM ∩ Uα 6= ∅} ≤ 1 for any i.
Take a relative tangent vector field v ∈ Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/T×N
(n)
r (d)
(M). The field v corresponds to a member
(E,∇, {(l)(i)j }) ∈MαC/T (t˜, r, d)(SpecOM []) such that (E,∇, {(l)(i)j })⊗OM []/() ∼= (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j })|CM ,
where OM [] = OM [t]/(t2). There is an isomorphism
(2) ϕα : E|Uα×SpecOM [] ∼−→ O⊕rUα×SpecOM []
∼−→ E˜|Uα ⊗OM []
such that ϕα⊗OM []/() : E⊗OM []/()|Uα ∼−→ E˜|Uα ⊗OM []/() = E˜|Uα is the given isomorphism and
that ϕα|ti⊗OM []((l)(i)j ) = l˜(i)j |Uα×SpecOM [] if t˜i|CM ∩ Uα 6= ∅. We put
(3)
uαβ := ϕα ◦ ϕ−1β − idE˜|Uαβ×SpecOM [] ,
vα := (ϕα × id) ◦ ∇|Uα×SpecOM [] ◦ ϕ−1α − ∇˜|Uα×SpecOM [].
Then {uαβ} ∈ C1(()⊗F0M ), {vα} ∈ C0(()⊗F1M ) and
d{uαβ} = {uβγ − uαγ + uαβ} = 0; ∇F•{uαβ} = {vβ − vα} = d{vα}.
So [({uαβ}, {vα})] determines an element σM (v) of H1(F•M ). We can check that v 7→ σM (v) determines
an isomorphism
σM : ΘMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/T×N
(n)
r (d)
(M)
∼−→ H1(F•M ); v 7−→ σM (v).
The isomorphism σM induces a canonical isomorphism
(4) σ : Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/T×N
(n)
r (d)
∼−→ R1(piMαC/T (t˜,r,d))∗(F
•),
where piMαC/T (t˜,r,d)
: CMαC/T (t˜,r,d) →M
α
C/T (t˜, r, d) is the natural morphism.
2.3. Symplectic structure. For each affine open subset U ⊂MαC/T (t˜, r, d), we define a pairing
(5)
H1(C ×T U,F•U )⊗H1(C ×T U,F•U ) −→ H2(C ×T U,Ω•C×TU/U ) ∼= H0(OU )
[({uαβ}, {vα})]⊗ [({u′αβ}, {v′α})] 7−→ [({Tr(uαβ ◦ u′βγ)},−{Tr(uαβ ◦ v′β)− Tr(vα ◦ u′αβ)})],
considered in Cˇech cohomology with respect to an affine open covering {Uα} of C×T U , {uαβ} ∈ C1(F0),
{vα} ∈ C0(F1) and so on. This pairing determines a pairing
(6) ω : R1(piMαC/T (t˜,r,d)
)∗(F•)⊗R1(piMαC/T (t˜,r,d))∗(F
•) −→ OMαC/T (t˜,r,d).
This pairing is a nondegenerate relative 2-form. This fact follows from the Serre duality:
(7) H0(F0x) //
∼

H0(F1x) //
∼

H1(F•x) //
∼

H1(F0x) //
∼

H1(F1x)
∼

H1(F1x)∨ // H1(F0x)∨ // H1(F•x)∨ // H0(F1x)∨ // H0(F0x)∨
for any point x ∈MαC/T (t˜, r, d). Moreover we have dω = 0 (see [6, Proposition 7.3]).
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2.4. Elementary transform of parabolic connections. We recall the elementary transform of par-
abolic connections [6, Section 3]. Let T be a connected noetherian scheme and piT : C → T be a smooth
projective morphism whose geometric fibers are curves of genus g. LetMC/T (t˜, r, d) be the functor from
the category of locally noetherian schemes over T to the category of sets defined by
MC/T (t˜, r, d)(S) :=
{
(E,∇, {l(i)j })
}
/ ∼
for a locally noetherian scheme S over T , where
(1) E is a rank r algebraic vector bundle on CS ,
(2) ∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1CS/S(D(t˜)S) is a relative connection,
(3) for each (t˜i)S , l
(i)
∗ is a filtration by subbundles E|(t˜i)S = l
(i)
0 ⊃ l(i)1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ l(i)r = 0 such that
(res(t˜i)S (∇)− (ν˜
(i)
j )S idE|ti )(l
(i)
j ) ⊂ l(i)j+1 for j = 0, . . . , r − 1, and
(4) for any geometric point s ∈ S, dim(l(i)j /l(i)j+1)⊗ k(s) = 1 for any i, j.
Here (E,∇, {l(i)j }) ∼ (E′,∇′, {l′(i)j }) if there exists a line bundle L on S such that (E,∇, {l(i)j } ∼=
(E′,∇′, {l′(i)j })⊗ L.
For a locally noetherian scheme S over T , take any member (E,∇, {l(i)j }) ∈ MC/T (t˜, r, d)(S). For
(p, q) with 1 ≤ p ≤ n and 0 ≤ q ≤ r, we put
E′ := Ker
(
E −→ (E|(t˜p)S )/l(p)q
)
.
Then ∇ induces a relative connection
∇′ : E′ −→ E′ ⊗ Ω1CS/S((t˜1)S + · · ·+ (t˜n)S)
such that
E′ ∇
′
//

E′ ⊗ Ω1CS/S((t˜1)S + · · ·+ (t˜n)S)

E
∇ // E ⊗ Ω1CS/S((t˜1)S + · · ·+ (t˜n)S)
is commutative. Moreover, we can determine a parabolic structure {(l′)(i)j } of (E′,∇′) naturally (see [6,
Section 3]). Then (E′,∇′, {(l′)(i)j }) becomes a member of MC/T (t˜, r, d− q)(S). We say (E′,∇′, {(l′)(i)j })
is the elementary transform of (E,∇, {l(i)j }) along (t˜p)S by l(p)q . The elementary transform induces an
isomorphism
Elm(p)q : MC/T (t˜, r, d) −→MC/T (t˜, r, d− q)
(E,∇, {l(i)j }) 7−→ (E′,∇′, {(l′)(i)j })
of functors.
3. Isomonodromic deformation
In this section, we consider a description of the vector field determined by the isomonodromic defor-
mation in terms of a Cˇech cohomology. In 3.1, we recall the Atiyah algebra. By the Atiyah algebra,
we obtain descriptions of first-order deformations of pairs of curves and vector bundles. In 3.2, we show
that the relative tangent sheaf of Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N
(n)
r (d)
is isomorphic to the hypercohomology of a certain
complex using the Atiyah algebra. In 3.3, we consider the integrable deformations of parabolic connec-
tions when the n-pointed curves vary. The integrable deformations of parabolic connections mean the
isomonodromic deformations of the corresponding relative parabolic connections. We describe the vector
field determined by the isomonodromic deformation in terms of a Cˇech cohomology.
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3.1. Atiyah algebra. We recall the Atiyah algebra. (For details, for example see [1]). Let C be a
smooth projective curve and ΘC be the tangent sheaf. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r on C. Put
DE = Diff (E ,E ) =
⋃
i Di , where Di is the sheaf of differential operators of degree ≤ i on C. We have
Di/Di−1 = EndE ⊗ Si(ΘC), where Si(ΘC) is the i-th symmetric product of ΘC .
Definition 3.1. We define the Atiyah algebra of E as
AE = {∂ ∈ D1 | symb1(∂) ∈ idE ⊗ΘC ⊂ End(E)⊗ΘC}.
Here, for v ∈ D1, symb1(v) is the symbol of the differential operator v.
We have inclusions D0 = EndE ⊂ AE ⊂ D1 and a short exact sequence
(8) 0 −→ End(E) −→ AE symb1−−−−→ ΘC −→ 0.
By this exact sequence, we have the following exact sequence
0 −→ H1(C, End(E)) −→ H1(C,AE) symb1−−−−→ H1(C,ΘC) −→ 0.
Then H1(C,AE) means the set of infinitesimal deformations of the pair (C,E). Fix a positive integer
n. Let D = t1 + · · · + tn be an effective divisor of C, where t1, . . . , tn are distinct points of C. We put
AE(D) := symb−11 (ΘC(−D)). Then we have the following exact sequence
(9) 0 −→ End(E) −→ AE(D) symb1−−−−→ ΘC(−D) −→ 0.
For a connection ∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1C(D), we define a splitting
(10) ι(∇) : ΘC(−D) −→ AE(D)
as follows. Let U be an affine open subset of C where we have a trivialization E|U ∼= O⊕rU . We denote by
Af−1df a connection matrix of ∇ on U , where f is a local defining equation of ti and A ∈Mr(OU ). For
an element g ∂∂f ∈ ΘC(−D)(U), we define an element ι(∇)(g ∂∂f ) := g
(
∂
∂f +Af
−1
)
∈ AE(D)(U). This
element gives a map ι(∇)(U) : ΘC(−D)(U)→ AE(D)(U). By this map, we obtain the splitting (10).
3.2. Description of the relative tangent sheaf Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N
(n)
r (d)
. We discuss a description of the
relative tangent sheaf Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N
(n)
r (d)
in terms of the hypercohomology of a certain complex. Let
(E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }) be a universal family on C ×T MαC/T (t˜, r, d). First, we define a complex G• by
(11)
G0 :=
{
s ∈ AE˜(D(t˜))
∣∣∣ s|t˜i×MαC/T (t˜,r,d)(l˜(i)j ) ⊂ l˜(i)j for any i, j}
G1 :=
{
s ∈ End(E˜)⊗ Ω1C/T (D(t˜))
∣∣∣ rest˜i×MαC/T (t˜,r,d)(s)(l˜(i)j ) ⊂ l˜(i)j+1 for any i, j}
∇G• : G0 −→ G1; ∇G•(s) = ∇˜ ◦ s− s ◦ ∇˜,
where AE˜(D(t˜)) is the relative Atiyah algebra which is the extension
0 −→ End(E˜) −→ AE˜(D(t˜)) −→ ΘC×TMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/MαC/T (t˜,r,d)(−D(t˜)) −→ 0.
Proposition 3.2. There exists a canonical isomorphism
(12) ς : Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N
(n)
r (d)
∼−→ R1(piMαC/T (t˜,r,d))∗(G
•),
where piMαC/T (t˜,r,d)
: CMαC/T (t˜,r,d) →M
α
C/T (t˜, r, d) is the natural morphism.
Proof. We take an affine open set M ⊂ MαC/T (t˜, r, d). We also denote by (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }) the family on
CM = C ×T M induced by the universal family. Let D(t˜)M be the pull-back of D(t˜) by the morphism
CM → C. We take an affine open covering CM =
⋃
α Uα such that we have φ¯α : E˜|Uα ∼−→ O⊕rUα for any α,
]{i | t˜i|CM ∩ Uα 6= ∅} ≤ 1 for any α and ]{α | t˜i|CM ∩ Uα 6= ∅} ≤ 1 for any i.
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Take a relative tangent vector field v ∈ Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N
(n)
r (d)
(M). Put M [] = SpecOM [], where
OM [] = OM [t]/(t2). The field v corresponds to a member (C, E,∇, {(l)(i)j }) ∈ MαC/T (t˜, r, d)(M [])
such that (C, E,∇, {(l)(i)j }) ⊗ OM []/() ∼= (CM , E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }). Here ∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1C/M []
(
D(t˜)
)
is a relative connection, where the divisor D(t˜) is the pull-back of D(t˜)M by the morphism C → CM .
Let C =
⋃
α U

α be the open covering corresponding to the affine open covering of CM . There is a
lift σα : U

α → Uα × SpecC[] of idUα preserving the divisor D(t˜) ∩ U α and (D(t˜) ∩ Uα) × SpecC[].
If we put dαβ := (σ
∗
α)
−1 ◦ σ∗β − id : OUαβ →  ⊗ OUαβ , then dαβ becomes a derivation and [{dαβ}] ∈
H1({Uα},ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)M )) gives the Kodaira–Spencer class induced by M [] v−→ M → T → Mg,n.
If we take a frame φα : E|Uα → O⊕rUα such that φ¯α = φα (mod ), then there is a composition of
isomorphisms
(13) ϕα : E˜|Uα⊗CC[] φ¯α⊗1−−−→ O⊕rUα⊗CC[] = O⊕rUα⊗OUα (OUα⊗CC[])
1⊗σ∗α−−−→ O⊕rUα⊗OUα OUα
φ−1α−−→ E|Uα .
We assume that ϕα|t˜i×SpecC[](l˜
(i)
j ⊗C C[]) = (l)(i)j if t˜i|CM ∩ Uα 6= ∅. We put
uαβ := ϕ
−1
α ◦ ϕβ − id : E˜|Uαβ −→ ⊗ E˜|Uαβ .
Since
(φ¯α ⊗ 1) ◦ uαβ ◦ (φ¯β ⊗ 1)−1 = (1⊗ σ∗α)−1(φα ◦ φ−1β − 1) ◦ (1⊗ σ∗β) + 1⊗
(
(σ∗α)
−1 ◦ σ∗β − id
)
,
we can see that symb1(uαβ) = 1⊗ dαβ and uαβ ∈ AE˜(D(t˜))|Uαβ . Moreover we have
vα := (ϕ
−1
α × id) ◦ ∇|Uα ◦ ϕα − ∇˜|Uα×SpecC[] ∈ ⊗ End(E˜)⊗ Ω1C/T (D(t˜)).
We can check the equalities
uβγ − uαγ + uαβ = 0 and ∇˜ ◦ uαβ − uαβ ◦ ∇˜ = vβ − vα.
So [({uαβ}, {vα})] determines an element ςM (v) of H1(G•M ).
Conversely, by an element [({uαβ}, {vα})] ∈ H1(G•M ) we have a tangent vector field of M as follows.
The class [{symb1(uαβ)}] ∈ H1(ΘCM/M (−D(t˜))M ) determines a first-order deformation (C, D(t˜)) of
(CM , D(t˜)M ). We can take σα : U α ∼−→ Uα × SpecC[] satisfying symb1(uαβ) = (σ∗α)−1 ◦ σ∗β − id. We put
E˜α := (1⊗ σ∗α)(E˜|Uα ⊗C C[]). Then
∇α : E˜α (1⊗σ
∗
α)
−1
−−−−−−→ E˜|Uα ⊗C C[] ∇˜+vα−−−−→ (E˜|Uα ⊗ Ω1C/T (D(t˜)))⊗C C[]
1⊗σ∗α−−−→ E˜α ⊗ Ω1C/ SpecOM []
(
D(t˜)
)
becomes a connection. Gluing (E˜α, ∇˜α), we obtain a flat family of parabolic connections on (C, D(t˜))
over SpecOM [], which gives a tangent vector field on M . So v 7→ ςM (v) determines an isomorphism
ςM : ΘMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N
(n)
r (d)
(M)
∼−→ H1(G•M ); v 7−→ ςM (v).
The isomorphism ςM induces a canonical isomorphism
(14) ς : Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N
(n)
r (d)
∼−→ R1(piMαC/T (t˜,r,d))∗(G
•).

3.3. Isomonodromic deformation. Let pi : MαC/T (t˜, r, d) → T be the natural morphism. There exists
an algebraic splitting
(15) D : pi∗(ΘT ) −→ ΘMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N(n)r (d)
of the tangent map Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)ν/N
(n)
r (d)
→ pi∗(ΘT ). Here an image of (15) means an algebraic vector field
determined by the isomonodromic deformation. (See [6, Proposition 8.1]). We describe this algebraic
splitting in terms of the description of Θ
MαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N
(n)
r (d)
in Proposition 3.2.
Take any affine open set U ⊂ T and a vector field v ∈ H0(U,ΘT ). Then v corresponds to a morphism
ιv : SpecOU [] → T with 2 = 0 such that the composite U ↪→ SpecOU [] → T is just the inclusion
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U ↪→ T . We denote the restriction of the universal family to C ×T pi−1(U) simply by (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }).
Consider the fiber product C ×T SpecOpi−1(U)[] with respect to the canonical projection C → T and
the composite SpecOpi−1(U)[] → SpecOU [] ι
v
−→ T . We denote the pull-back of D(t˜) by the morphism
C ×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]→ C simply by D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[].
Definition 3.3. We call (E ,∇E , {(lE)(i)j }) a horizontal lift of (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }) if
(1) E is a vector bundle on C ×T SpecOpi−1(U)[],
(2) E|t˜i×Opi−1(U)[] = (lE)
(i)
0 ⊃ · · · ⊃ (lE)(i)r = 0 is a filtration by subbundles for i = 1, . . . , n,
(3) ∇E : E → E ⊗ Ω1C×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]/pi−1(U)
(
log
(
D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[]
))
is a connection satisfying
(a) ∇E(F (i)j (E)) ⊂ F (i)j (E)⊗ Ω1C×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]/pi−1(U)
(
log
(
D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[]
))
, where F
(i)
j (E) is
given by F
(i)
j (E) := Ker
(
E → E|t˜i×TOpi−1(U)[]/pi−1(U)/(lE)
(i)
j+1
)
,
(b) the curvature ∇E ◦ ∇E : E → E ⊗ Ω2C×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]/pi−1(U)
(
log
(
D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[]
))
is zero,
(c) (rest˜i×T SpecOpi−1(U)[](∇˜E) − ν˜
(i)
j )((l
E)(i)j ) ⊂ (lE)(i)j for any i, j, where ∇˜E is the relative
connection over SpecOpi−1(U)[] induced by ∇E and
(d) (E , ∇˜E , {(lE)(i)j })⊗Opi−1(U)[]/() ∼= (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }).
Here, we define the sheaf Ω1C×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]/pi−1(U)
(
log
(
D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[]
))
as the coherent subsheaf of
Ω1C×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]/pi−1(U)
(
D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[]
)
locally generated by g˜−1dg˜ and d for a local defining equa-
tion g˜ of D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[] and the sheaf Ω
2
C×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]/pi−1(U)
(
log
(
D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[]
))
as the coherent
subsheaf of Ω2C×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]/pi−1(U)
(
D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[]
)
locally generated by g˜−1dg˜ ∧ d.
Let C ×T pi−1(U) =
⋃
α Uα be an affine open covering such that we have φ¯α : E˜|Uα ∼−→ O⊕rUα for any
α, ]{i | t˜i|C×Tpi−1(U) ∩ Uα 6= ∅} ≤ 1 for any α and ]{α | t˜i|C×Tpi−1(U) ∩ Uα 6= ∅} ≤ 1 for any i. Assume
that the parabolic connection (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }) is locally given in the affine subset Uα by a connection matrix
Aαf
−1
α dfα, where
• fα is a local defining equation of (t˜i × pi−1(U)) ∩ Uα,
• Aα ∈Mr(OUα),
• Aα((t˜i × pi−1(U)) ∩ Uα) is an upper triangular matrix, and
• the parabolic structure {l˜(i)j }Uα is given by (l˜(i)j )Uα = (∗, ∗, . . . , ∗, 0, . . . , 0).
Put U α := Uα ×T SpecOpi−1(U)[]. We take a lift σα : U α → Uα × SpecC[] of idUα preserving the divisor
D(t˜)Opi−1(U)[] ∩ U α and (D(t˜) ∩ Uα) × SpecC[]. Put f α := σ∗αfα, E˜α := (1 ⊗ σ∗α)(E˜|Uα ⊗C C[]), and
Aα := (1⊗ σ∗α)(Aα) ∈Mr(OUα). If we denote the composite
OUα
d−→ Ω1Uα/pi−1(U) = OUαdf

α ⊕OUαd −→ OUαd
by d, then we have d(A

α) = 0 (which means integrable). Then E˜α and the connection matrix
Aα(f

α)
−1df α give a local horizontal lift of (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j })|Uα . By [6, Proposition 8.1], the obstruction for the
patching the local horizontal lifts vanishes and the global horizontal lift of (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }) to C ×T pi−1(U)
is unique for a vector field v ∈ H0(U,ΘT ).
Let
µ : pi∗ΘT −→ R1(piMαC/T (t˜,r,d))∗(ΘC×TMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/MαC/T (t˜,r,d)(−D(t˜)))
be the Kodaira–Spencer map, where piMαC/T (t˜,r,d)
: CMαC/T (t˜,r,d) →M
α
C/T (t˜, r, d) is the natural morphism.
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We obtain the desired algebraic splitting D:
Proposition 3.4. Let M be an affine open subset of MαC/T (t˜, r, d). The following morphism
(16)
pi∗ΘT (M) −→ H1(G•M ) ∼= ΘMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N(n)r (d)(M)
v 7−→ [{ι(∇˜) (µM (v))}, {0}]
induces the algebraic splitting D : pi∗(ΘT ) −→ ΘMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N(n)r (d) whose images mean algebraic vector
fields determined by the isomonodromic deformations. Here
ι(∇˜) : H1(ΘC×TM/M (−D(t˜)M )) −→ H1(G0M )
is induced by the splitting (10) associated to the universal family ∇˜.
Proof. Take an affine open set U ⊂ T and a vector field v ∈ H0(U,ΘT ). We denote the restriction of the
universal family to C ×T pi−1(U) simply by (E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }). We take a horizontal lift (E ,∇E , {(lE)(i)j }) of
(E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j }) corresponding to v.
We take an affine open set M ⊂ pi−1(U) and put M [] = SpecOM []. We denote the restriction of the
horizontal lift (E ,∇E , {(lE)(i)j }) by (EM ,∇EM , {((lE)M )(i)j }). As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, take an
affine open covering {Uα} of C ×T M . Let {U α} be the affine open covering of C ×T M [] corresponding
to {Uα} and let σα : U α → Uα × SpecC[] be an isomorphism as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Put
dαβ := (σ
∗
α)
−1 ◦ σ∗β − 1 ∈ ΘC×TM/M (−D(t˜)M )(Uαβ). Let ∂∂t = [{dαβ}] be the Kodaira–Spencer class
corresponding to C ×T M [] → M []. If we take a frame φα : EM |Uα → O⊕rUα and put φ¯α := φα (mod ),
there is a commutative diagram
E˜|Uαβ ⊗C C[]
φ¯β⊗1 //
1+uαβ

O⊕rUαβ ⊗C C[]
1⊗σ∗β //
(φ¯α⊗1)(φ¯β⊗1)−1(1+bαβ)

O⊕rUαβ ⊗OUαβ OUαβ
φ−1β //
φαφ
−1
β

EM |Uαβ
id

E˜|Uαβ ⊗C C[]
φ¯α⊗1 // O⊕rUαβ ⊗C C[]
1⊗σ∗α // O⊕rUαβ ⊗OUαβ OUαβ
φ−1α // EM |Uαβ .
Here bαβ : O⊕rUαβ → O⊕rUαβ is a differential operator of degree ≤ 1 satisfying bαβ(fa) = dαβ(f)a+fbαβ(a) for
f ∈ OUαβ and a ∈ O⊕rUαβ . If we denote the connection matrix of ∇EM |Uα via the frame φα by Aα(f α)−1df α,
then the connection matrix of ∇˜|Uα ⊗C C[] becomes (1⊗ σ∗α)−1(Aα(f α)−1df α). The patching condition
for the connections ∇˜|Uα ⊗C C[] becomes
(17) φ¯βφ¯
−1
α d(φ¯αφ¯
−1
β )φ¯βφ¯
−1
α + φ¯βφ¯
−1
α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1
(
Aα
df α
f α
)
= (1⊗ σ∗β)−1
(
Aβ
df β
f β
)
φ¯βφ¯
−1
α .
Here we denote φ¯α ⊗ 1 simply by φ¯α. Moreover the patching condition for ∇EM |Uα is the equality
(18) (φαφ
−1
β )A

β
df β
f β
= d(φαφ
−1
β ) +A

α
df α
f α
(φαφ
−1
β ).
We have
d(φαφ
−1
β )
= d
(
(1⊗ σ∗α)φ¯αφ¯−1β (1 + bαβ)(1⊗ σ∗β)−1
)
= (1⊗ σ∗α)d
(
φ¯αφ¯
−1
β
)
(1 + bαβ)(1⊗ σ∗β)−1 + (1⊗ σ∗α)φ¯αφ¯−1β d(1 + bαβ)(1⊗ σ∗β)−1
= (1⊗ σ∗α)d
(
φ¯αφ¯
−1
β
)
φ¯βφ¯
−1
α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1φαφ−1β + (1⊗ σ∗α)φ¯αφ¯−1β d(1 + bαβ)(1⊗ σ∗β)−1.
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Rephrasing the above equality and substituting (17), (18), we have
d(1 + bαβ)
= φ¯βφ¯
−1
α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1d(φαφ−1β )(1⊗ σ∗β)− φ¯βφ¯−1α d
(
φ¯αφ¯
−1
β
)
φ¯βφ¯
−1
α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1φαφ−1β (1⊗ σ∗β)
= φ¯βφ¯
−1
α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1φαφ−1β Aβ
df β
f β
(1⊗ σ∗β)
− φ¯βφ¯−1α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1Aα
df α
f α
(φαφ
−1
β )(1⊗ σ∗β)− φ¯βφ¯−1α d
(
φ¯αφ¯
−1
β
)
φ¯βφ¯
−1
α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1φαφ−1β (1⊗ σ∗β)
= φ¯βφ¯
−1
α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1φαφ−1β Aβ
df β
f β
(1⊗ σ∗β)− (1⊗ σ∗β)−1
(
Aβ
df β
f β
)
φ¯βφ¯
−1
α (1⊗ σ∗α)−1φαφ−1β (1⊗ σ∗β)
= (1 + bαβ)
(
(1⊗ σ∗β)−1Aβ
df β
f β
(1⊗ σ∗β)
)
−
(
(1⊗ σ∗β)−1Aβ
df β
f β
(1⊗ σ∗β)
)
(1 + bαβ).
So bαβd coincides with the d term in bαβ((1 ⊗ σ∗β)−1(Aβ(f β)−1df β)). By the calculation of the Lie
derivative, this term equal to〈
symb1(bαβ), (1⊗ σ∗β)−1
(
Aβ
df β
f β
)〉
=
〈
dαβ , (1⊗ σ∗β)−1
(
Aβ
df β
f β
)〉
.
We have
(19) uαβ = φ¯
−1
β ◦
(
dαβ +
〈
dαβ , Aβ
dfβ
fβ
〉)
◦ φ¯β ,
where Aβf
−1
β dfβ is the connection matrix of ∇˜ via the frame φ¯β . On the other hand, we take the relative
connection ∇EM on EM associated to ∇EM . Since d(Aα) = 0, we have
(20) vα = (ϕ
−1
α × id) ◦ ∇
E
M |Uα ◦ ϕα − ∇˜|Uα×SpecC[] = 0.
So for v ∈ H0(U,ΘT ), we obtain the element of H1(G•M ) given by (19) and (20). This correspondence
from v to this element of H1(G•M ) induces the morphism (16). By the construction of this correspondence,
the morphism (16) induces the desired algebraic splitting D : pi∗(ΘT )→ ΘMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N(n)r (d). 
Remark 3.5. The connection ∇E on E on C ×T SpecOpi−1(U)[] satisfies the integrability condition
(Definition 3.3 (3) (b)). The integrability means that the relative connection associated to ∇E is an
isomonodromic family. (See for example [16, 0.16.6]).
4. Hamiltonian description
In this section, we give a Hamiltonian description of the vector field determined by the isomonodromic
deformation. In 4.1, we construct an initial connection ∇0 by the following idea. First, for (an elementary
transformation of) the underlying vector bundle of a member of MαC/T (t˜, r, d), we give an injective mor-
phism (of locally free sheaves) from some fixed vector bundle having same rank by the boundedness [7,
Proposition 5.1]. (This construction is not canonical). Such a vector bundle with an injective morphism
is treated in [5, Section 2]. Second, we construct a connection on the fixed vector bundle. By the injective
morphism and the connection on the fixed vector bundle, we have a connection on the underlying vector
bundle of a member of MαC/T (t˜, r, d). This connection is an initial connection ∇0. In 4.2, we construct
vector fields on each affine open subset of MαC/T (t˜, r, d) associated to an initial connection ∇0. Note that
an initial connection ∇0 has poles along divisors on C \D(t˜). Then, for construction of the vector fields,
we need some condition of deformations of n-pointed curves on neighborhoods of the poles along divisors
on C \ D(t˜). These vector fields are considered as vector fields associated to time variables. In 4.3, we
describe the main theorem. First, we give a 2-form ω on MαC/T (t˜, r, d) such that the kernel Ker(ω) induces
the vector fields determined by the isomonodromic deformations and ω is the symplectic form fiberwise.
Second, we define Hamiltonian functions on each affine open set of MαC/T (t˜, r, d). Finally, if we take good
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coordinates on each affine open set of MαC/T (t˜, r, d), we obtain a Hamiltonian description of the vector
field determined by the isomonodromic deformation on each affine open set.
4.1. Construction of initial connections ∇˜σM0 . Let T be a connected noetherian scheme and piT : C →
T be a smooth projective morphism whose geometric fibers are curves of genus g. We take a T -ample
line bundle OC(1) on C. Set dC = degOCs(1) for s ∈ T . Let m be an integer sufficiently large and d′ be
an integer where r and d′ are coprime. We take an exact sequence
0 −→ OC(−m) −→ OC −→ OC/OC(−m) −→ 0.
Let E˜ be the underlying vector bundle of the universal family of MαC/T (t˜, r, d).
Let MC/T (t˜, r, d) be a moduli functor defined in 2.4. Applying a certain elementary transformation,
we obtain an isomorphism
(21) τ : MC/T (t˜, r, d) ∼−−→MC/T (t˜, r, d′)
of functors, where d′ and r are coprime. Then τ(MαC/T (t˜, r, d)) can be considered as the moduli scheme
of parabolic connections of rank r and of degree d′ satisfying a certain stability condition. Note that we
have a commutative diagram
MαC/T (t˜, r, d)
&&
∼ // τ(MαC/T (t˜, r, d))
ww
T .
Let E˜τ be the elementary transform (21) of E˜. For an open set M of MαC/T (t˜, r, d), we put Cτ(M) :=
C ×T τ(M). This is isomorphic to CM .
Proposition 4.1. There exists an open covering {M} of MαC/T (t˜, r, d) such that, for each M , we can
define elements σ
(1)
M , . . . , σ
(r)
M ∈ H0(Cτ(M), E˜τCτ(M)(m)) where
(1) σM := (σ
(1)
M , . . . , σ
(r)
M ) : O⊕rCτ(M)(−m)→ E˜τCτ(M) is injective,
(2) Supp(D(σM )) is disjoint from Supp(D(t˜)) ∪ Supp(D(m)) and,
(3) the pull-back D(σM )OCx of D(σM ) by Cx → CM consists of distinct points for any x ∈M .
Here D(m) and D(σM ) are the Cartier divisors of Cτ(M) such that for any x ∈ τ(M),
D(m)OCx =
∑
p∈Cx
length
(
Coker
(
O⊕rCτ(M)(−m)→ O⊕rCτ(M)
)
p
)
[p] and
D(σM )OCx =
∑
p∈Cx
length
(
Coker (σM )p
)
[p],
respectively. We also denote by D(m) and D(σM ) the inverse images of D(m) and D(σM ) under the
isomorphism CM ∼−→ Cτ(M), respectively.
For a proof of this proposition, we recall the construction of a universal family of MαC/T (t˜, r, d) due
to Inaba [6, Proof of Theorem 2.1]. We can take a vector space V such that there exists a surjec-
tion V ⊗ OCs(−m) → E such that V ⊗ k(s) → H0(E(m)) is an isomorphism and hi(E(m)) = 0 for
i > 0 for any member (E,∇, {l(i)j }) ∈ τ(MC/T (t˜, r, d)) over s ∈ T . We put P (n) := χ(E(n)). Let
E be a universal family on C ×T QuotPV⊗OC(m)/C/T×N(n)r (d). Then we can construct a scheme R over
QuotP
V⊗OC(m)/C/T×N(n)r (d) which parametrizes the connection ∇ : Es → Es ⊗ Ω
1
Cs(D(t˜s)) and parabolic
structures Es|(t˜i)s = l
(i)
0 ⊃ · · · ⊃ l(i)r−1 ⊃ l(i)r = 0 such that (res(t˜i)s(∇) − (λ˜
(i)
j )s)(l
(i)
j ) ⊂ l(i)j+1 for any i, j.
We put G := PGL(V ). The algebraic group G canonically acts on R and for some open subscheme Rs
of R, there exists a canonical morphism
Rs −→ τ(MαC/T (t˜, r, d))
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which becomes a principal G-bundle. For a certain line bundle L on Rs, the vector bundle EC×TRs ⊗ L
on C ×T Rs descends to a vector bundle on C ×T τ(MαC/T (t˜, r, d)), since r and d′ are coprime.
Proof of Proposition 4.1. For the principal G-bundle Rs → τ(MαC/T (t˜, r, d)), we take a surjective e´tale
morphism M˜ → τ(MαC/T (t˜, r, d)) and aG-equivariant isomorphism ϕM˜ : M˜×G→ RsM˜ = M˜×τ(MαC/T (t˜,r,d))
Rs. We put OC×TRs
M˜
(1) := OC×TRs
M˜
⊗OC(1). Let
σV : V ⊗OC×T (M˜×G)(−m) −→ EC×T (M˜×G)
be the pull-back of the universal family on C ×T QuotPV⊗OC(m)/C/T×N(n)r (d).
We take a pair (M,Wr) of an open set of M
α
C/T (t˜, r, d) and an r-dimensional subspace of V as follows.
We consider the immersion M˜ → M˜ ×G; u 7→ (u, id). Let
σ0V : V ⊗OC×T M˜ (−m) −→ EC×T M˜
be the pull-back of σV by C ×T M˜ → C ×T (M˜ ×G). We take the determinant det(σ0V ). Then we have
global sections of det(EC×T M˜ (m)), which give an immersion of the family of curves C ×T M˜ to some
relative projective space. We take a global section of det(EC×T M˜ (m)) and an open set M ′ of M˜ such
that, on C ×T M ′, the corresponding hyperplane section satisfies that
• the support of the hyperplane section is disjoint from Supp(D(t˜)OC×TM′ ) ∪ Supp(D(m)OC×TM′ )
and
• the pull-back of the hyperplane section by C ×T x→ C ×T M ′ consists of distinct points for any
x ∈M ′.
We take an r-dimensional subspace Wr ⊂ V associated to such a hyperplane section, and we can
take an open set M of MαC/T (t˜, r, d) such that the inverse image of M under the composition M˜ →
τ(MαC/T (t˜, r, d)) → MαC/T (t˜, r, d) is contained in M ′. We take a collection of such pairs {(M,Wr)} such
that {M} is an open covering of the moduli space MαC/T (t˜, r, d).
Let (M,Wr) be a pair as above. Let M
′ be the inverse image of the open set M under the composition
M˜ → τ(MαC/T (t˜, r, d)) → MαC/T (t˜, r, d). We put CM ′×G := C ×T (M ′ × G). We consider the OCM′×G-
morphism
(22)
σWr,M ′ : Wr ⊗OCM′×G(−m) −→ ECM′×G
(f1e1 ⊗ f + · · ·+ frer ⊗ f)(u,g) 7−→ (f1σV (g−1 · e1 ⊗ f) + · · ·+ frσV (g−1 · er ⊗ f))(u,g),
where (u, g) ∈ M ′ × G. Here e1, . . . , er is a basis of Wr, and f1, . . . , fr are elements of OU , where U is
an open set of CM ′×G such that there is a trivialization OU → OCM′×G(−m)|U ; f(u, g) 7→ f(u, g)f . Let
L′ be the pull-back of the line bundle L by RsM ′ → Rs. Since (σWr,M ′ ⊗ L′)(ei) (i = 1, . . . , r) descend
for C ×T (M ′ × G) → C ×T M ′ → Cτ(M) and L′ is locally trivial, we have σ(i)M ∈ H0(Cτ(M), E˜τCτ(M)(m))
satisfying the conditions (1), (2), and (3). 
Let dm be the relative connection induced by 0 → O⊕rCτ(M)(−m) → O⊕rCτ(M) and the relative exterior
derivative dCτ(M)/τ(M) on O⊕rCτ(M) , that is, the diagram
O⊕rCτ(M)(−m)
dm //

O⊕rCτ(M)(−m)⊗ Ω1Cτ(M)/τ(M)(D(m)red)

O⊕rCτ(M)
dCτ(M)/τ(M) // O⊕rCτ(M) ⊗ Ω1Cτ(M)/τ(M)(D(m)red)
is commutative.
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Definition 4.2. For each open set M of Proposition 4.1, we fix σ
(1)
M , . . . , σ
(r)
M ∈ H0(Cτ(M), E˜τCτ(M)(m))
as in this proposition. We define a relative initial connection
(23) ∇˜σM0 : E˜CM −→ E˜CM ⊗ Ω1CM/M (D(t˜) +D(m)red +D(σM ))
by the elementary transform (21) of the relative connection induced by 0 → O⊕rCτ(M)(−m)
σM−−→ E˜τCτ(M)
and the relative connection dm on O⊕rCτ(M)(−m).
4.2. Algebraic vector fields associated to ∇˜σM0 . Let T be a connected noetherian scheme and
piT : C → T be a smooth projective morphism whose geometric fibers are curves of genus g. We take
an open covering {M} of Proposition 4.1, and we fix σ(1)M , . . . , σ(r)M ∈ H0(Cτ(M), E˜τCτ(M)(m)) for each M
as in this proposition. We assume that these open sets M are affine. We put D(p˜) := D(m)red +D(σM ).
In this section we show the following
Proposition 4.3. Let ∇˜σM0 be the relative initial connection of Definition 4.2. For µ ∈ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜))),
we take a lift µˆ ∈ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− lD(p˜))) (l > 0) satisfying (25) below. Then we can construct
an algebraic vector field associated to ∇˜σM0 on M (Lemma 4.4 below).
We take µ ∈ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜))), where D(t˜) = {(Uα, fα)}α is a Cartier divisor. Let D(m)red =
{(Uα, gα)}α and D(σM ) = {(Uα, hα)}α be the Cartier divisors. Here let {Uα}α be an affine open covering
of CM such that we have φ¯α : E˜|Uα ∼−→ O⊕rUα for any α, and we assume that ]{i | t˜i|CM ∩ Uα 6= ∅} ≤ 1 for
any α and ]{α | t˜i|CM ∩ Uα 6= ∅} ≤ 1 for any i. Here {t˜i} is the set of the supports of the Cartier divisor
D(t˜) +D(p˜).
Put UD(p˜) :=
⋃
α∈ID(p˜) Uα where ID(p˜) is the set of indexes such that Uα ∩ Supp(D(p˜)) 6= ∅. If we
take a refined affine open covering {M} and take a refined affine open covering {Uα} for each M , then
we can assume that H1(UD(p˜),ΘCM/M (−D(t˜))|UD(p˜)) = 0. Since
H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− lD(p˜))) −→ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜))) −→ 0
for l > 0, we choose a lift
(24) µˆ =
[
{dˆαβ}
]
∈ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− lD(p˜)))
such that we can assume that
(25) dˆαβ = 0
for any α, β ∈ ID(p˜).
Now we define an algebraic vector field on M associated to ∇˜σM0 and µˆ. Let {(Uα, zα)}α be the
Cartier divisor D(t˜) +D(p˜). Let A˜0αz
−1
α dzα and A˜αf
−1
α dfα be connection matrices of ∇˜σM0 and ∇˜ on Uα
associated to the trivialization φ¯α, respectively. First, we set
(26) uµˆ∇0αβ := φ¯
−1
β ◦
(
dˆαβ +
〈
dˆαβ , A˜
0
β
dzβ
zβ
〉)
◦ φ¯β ∈ G0M (Uαβ),
which satisfy the equality uµˆ∇0βγ −uµˆ∇0αγ +uµˆ∇0αβ = 0. Let dα be an element of ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− lD(p˜))(Uα).
Note that dα +
〈
dα, A˜
0
α
dzα
zα
〉
has no pole at the support of D(p˜). So [{uµˆ∇0αβ }] ∈ H1(G0M ) is independent
of the choice of a representative of the class [{dˆαβ}] ∈ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− lD(p˜))).
Next we define vµˆ∇0α as follows. We put
(27) uˆIMDαβ := φ¯
−1
β ◦
(
dˆαβ +
〈
dˆαβ , A˜β
dfβ
fβ
〉)
◦ φ¯β , vˆIMDα := 0.
Let (C, E,∇, {(l)(i)j }) ∈ MαC/T (t˜, r, d)(SpecOM []) be a first-order deformation of (CM , E˜, ∇˜, {l˜(i)j })
associated to ({uˆIMDαβ }, {vˆIMDα }). Let C =
⋃
α U

α be the open covering corresponding to the affine open
covering of CM . Note that we can assume that
⋃
α∈ID(p˜) U

α = UD(p˜) × SpecC[] by the condition (25).
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Put U D(p˜) := UD(p˜)×SpecC[]. Let D(t˜) = {(U α, f α)}, D(m) = {(U α, gα)}, and D(σM ) = {(U α, hα)}
be the pull-backs of the Cartier divisors D(t˜), D(m), and D(σM ) by the morphism C → CM , respectively.
Here gα and h

α are pull-backs of gα and hα by the natural morphism U

α → Uα, respectively. We take a
first-order deformation of the relative initial connection ∇˜σM0 on M as follows. Since uˆIMDαβ = 0 for any
α, β ∈ ID(p˜), we can assume that
(28) E|U
D(p˜)
= E˜|UD(p˜) ⊗C C[].
Let (E˜τCτ(M) , {φ¯τα}α) and (Eτ , {φτα}α) be the elementary transformations (21) of (E˜, {φ¯α}α) and (E, {φα}α),
respectively. Let σ
(i)
M (i = 1, . . . , r) be global sections of E˜
τ
Cτ(M)(m) given in Proposition 4.1. We define a
first-order deformation of σ
(i)
M by the inverse image of σ
(i)
M (Cτ(M)) ⊂ E˜τCτ(M)(m) under the morphism j:
Eτ (m)

j // E˜τCτ(M)(m)

C ×T SpecOτ(M)[] // Cτ(M),
σ
(i)
M
KK
where Eτ (m) is the tensor product of E
τ
 and the line bundle associated to D(m). We denote by σˆ
(i)
M
this first-order deformation of σ
(i)
M . We put Cτ := C ×T SpecOτ(M)[]. These first-order deformations σˆ(i)M
(i = 1, . . . , r) give an injective OCτ -morphism
(29) σˆM : Wr ⊗OCτ (−m) −→ Eτ .
Let
∇σM ,IMD0, : E −→ E ⊗ Ω1C/M []
(
D(t˜) +D(m)red +D(σM )
)
be the first-order deformation of the relative initial connection ∇˜σM0 induced by σˆM and the elementary
transformation (21). We set
(30) vµˆ∇0α := (ϕ
−1
α ⊗ id) ◦ (∇σM ,IMD0, ) ◦ ϕα − ∇˜σM0 ,
where ϕα is defined by dˆαβ , φα, and φ¯α as (13). Let dα be an element of ΘCM/M (−D(t˜) − lD(p˜))(Uα).
Put bα := dα +
〈
dα, A˜α
dfα
fα
〉
. Note that ∇˜σM0 ◦ bα − bα ◦ ∇˜σM0 has no pole at the support of D(p˜).
We can check the equality
(31) ∇˜ ◦ uµˆ∇0αβ − uµˆ∇0αβ ◦ ∇˜ = −(vµˆ∇0β − vµˆ∇0α ).
So we can define an algebraic vector field:
Lemma 4.4. The pair
[({
uµˆ∇0αβ
}
,
{−vµˆ∇0α })] is an element of H1(G•M ) ∼= ΘMαC/T (t˜,r,d)/N(n)r (d)(M).
This class is independent of the choice of a representative of the class [{dˆαβ}] ∈ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)−
lD(p˜))).
Proof. We show that {vµˆ∇0α } has no pole on the supports of D(m) and D(σM ). We also describe U α =
τ(Uα) ×T SpecOτ(M)[]. We take a basis e1 ⊗ gα, . . . , er ⊗ gα of Wr ⊗ OCτ (−m)|Uα . Here OUα →OCτ (−m)|Uα ; f 7→ fgα gives a trivialization of OCτ (−m) on U α. We put sα,i := σˆM (ei ⊗ gα) for
i = 1, . . . , r.
We consider an affine open set U α where U

α ∩ Supp(D(σM )) = ∅. In this case, the OUα -morphism
O⊕rUα −→ E
τ
 |Uα ; (f1, . . . , fr) 7−→ f1sα,1 + · · ·+ frsα,r
is an isomorphism, which gives a trivialization ψα : E
τ
 |Uα → O⊕rUα . We put ψ¯α = ψα (mod ). We can
describe the connection dm on Wr ⊗OCτ (−m)|Uα as
dm|Uα = d+ diag(−gαd(gα)−1, . . . ,−gαd(gα)−1).
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Then on U α where U

α ∩ Supp(D(t˜) +D(σM )) = ∅, the relative initial connection ∇σM ,IMD0, is described
as
(32) (ψα ⊗ id) ◦ (∇σM ,IMD0, ) ◦ ψ−1α = dm|Uα .
Note that we consider the trivializations ψα (resp. ψ¯α) of E
τ
 (resp. E
τ
Cτ(M)) as the trivializations of E
(resp. ECM ) on U

α, since the elementary transformation (21) is supported on D(t˜). Then ((ϕ
′
α)
−1⊗ id) ◦
(∇σM ,IMD0, ) ◦ϕ′α− ∇˜σM0 has no pole on the supports of D(m), where ϕ′α is defined by dˆαβ , ψα, and ψ¯α as
(13).
Next we consider an affine open set U α where U

α ∩ Supp(D(σM )) 6= ∅. Note that
(sα,1)p˜i×SpecOτ(M)[], . . . , (s

α,r)p˜i×SpecOτ(M)[]
are linearly dependent, where p˜i is a component of the support of D(σM ) on τ(Uα). We can assume that
(sα,2)p˜i×SpecOτ(M)[], . . . , (s

α,r)p˜i×SpecOτ(M)[] are linearly independent by exchange of the indexes, and
(sα,1)p˜i×SpecOτ(M)[] = −
r∑
k=2
ak,α(s

α,k)p˜i×SpecOτ(M)[].
By the assumption (28) and the definition of σˆM , we have that a

k,α (k = 2, . . . , r) are elements of
Oτ(M), that is, -terms of ak,α vanish. We also denote by ak,α the pull-back of ak,α ∈ Oτ(M) by U α →
SpecOτ(M)[]. We take sˆα,1 ∈ Eτ |Uα such that sˆα,1, sα,2, . . . , sα,r give a trivialization ψα : Eτ |Uα → O⊕rUα
of Eτ |Uα and we can describe sα,1 as hαsˆα,1 + a2sα,2 + · · ·+ arsα,r. We put ψ¯α = ψα (mod ). We set
(33) T α :=

hα 0 0 · · · 0
a2,α 1 0 · · · 0
a3,α 0 1 · · · 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ar,α 0 0 · · · 1
 ,
which gives a commutative diagram
Wr ⊗OCτ (−m)|Uα
σˆWr

// O⊕rUα
T α

Eτ |Uα
ψα // O⊕rUα .
On U α where U

α∩Supp(D(t˜)) = ∅ and U α∩Supp(D(σM )) 6= ∅, the relative initial connection ∇σM ,IMD0,
is described as follows:
(34) (ψα ⊗ id) ◦ (∇σM ,IMD0, ) ◦ (ψα)−1 = T αd((T α)−1) + T αdiag(−gαd(gα)−1, . . . ,−gαd(gα)−1)(T α)−1.
Since the -term of ak,α vanishes, we have that ((ϕ
′
α)
−1⊗ id) ◦ (∇σM ,IMD0, ) ◦ϕ′α−∇˜σM0 has no pole on the
supports of D(σM ), where ϕ
′
α is defined by dˆαβ , ψα, and ψ¯α as (13).
By the argument above, we have the vector bundles (E˜τCτ(M) , {ψ¯α}α) and (Eτ , {ψα}α). Since (Eτ , {ψα}α) ∼=
(Eτ , {φτα}α), we have χα ∈ AE˜(D(t˜))(Uα) which satisfies
vµˆ∇0α −
(
(
(
ϕ′α)
−1 ⊗ id) ◦ (∇σM ,IMD0, ) ◦ ϕ′α − ∇˜σM0 ) = ∇˜σM0 ◦ χα − χα ◦ ∇˜σM0
for each α where U α∩Supp(D(t˜)) = ∅. By the assumption (28), we can check that χα = 0 for α ∈ ID(p˜).
Then we obtain that {vµˆ∇0α } has no pole on the supports of D(m)red and D(σM ).
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We can show the compatibility of uµˆ∇0αβ and v
µˆ∇0
α with the parabolic structures. So [({uµˆ∇0αβ }, {−vµˆ∇0α })]
is an element of H1(G•M ). Note that for dα ∈ ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− lD(p˜))(Uα), we have
∇˜ ◦
(
dα +
〈
dα, A˜
0
α
dzα
zα
〉)
−
(
dα +
〈
dα, A˜
0
α
dzα
zα
〉)
◦ ∇˜
= −
(
∇˜σM0 ◦
(
dα +
〈
dα, A˜α
dfα
fα
〉)
−
(
dα +
〈
dα, A˜α
dfα
fα
〉)
◦ ∇˜σM0
)
.
So we can show that this class is independent of the choice of a representative of the class [{dˆαβ}] ∈
H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− lD(p˜))). 
4.3. Hamiltonian structure on the moduli spaces. In this section, we assume that r and d are
coprime. Then the relative initial connection ∇˜σM0 has no pole at D(t˜):
∇˜σM0 : E˜ −→ E˜ ⊗ Ω1CM/M (D(m)red +D(σM )).
Let M be an affine open set of MαC/T (t˜, r, d). We define an algebraic splitting η : H
1(G•M )→ H1(F•M ) of
the tangent map H1(F•M )→ H1(G•M ) by
(35) η : H1(G•M ) −→ H1(F•M ); [({uαβ}, {vα})] 7−→ [({η(uαβ)}, {vα})].
Here we set
η(s) := s− ι(∇) ◦ symb1(s), s ∈ G0M .
First, we define a lift of the symplectic form defined in 2.3 as follows. We define a pairing
(36)
H1(CM ,G•M )⊗H1(CM ,G•M ) −→ H2(CM ,Ω•CM/M ) ∼= H0(OM )
[({uαβ}, {vα})]⊗ [({u′αβ}, {v′α})] 7−→ [({Tr(η(uαβ) ◦ η(u′βγ))},−{Tr(η(uαβ) ◦ v′β)− Tr(vα ◦ η(u′αβ))})],
denoted by ωM , where we consider in Cˇech cohomology with respect to an affine open covering {Uα} of
C ×T M , {uαβ} ∈ C1(G0M ), {vα} ∈ C0(G1M ). By Proposition 3.4 and the construction of ωM , we have the
following
Proposition 4.5. The kernel Ker(ωM ) of ωM : H
1(G•M ) → HomOM (H1(G•M ),OM ) induces the vector
fields on M determined by the isomonodromic deformations.
Second, we define Hamiltonian functions as follows. The second order polar parts of Tr((∇− ∇˜σM0 )2)
at the support of D(t˜) are
(37)

r−1∑
j=0
(ν
(i)
j )
2
 dfi ⊗ dfi
f2i

∈ H0(Ω⊗2CM/M (2D(t˜) + 2(D(m)red +D(σM )))/Ω
⊗2
CM/M
(2(D(m)red +D(σM )))).
Since the obstruction vanishes, we can take Q0 ∈ H0(Ω⊗2CM/M (2D(t˜) + 2(D(m)red + D(σM ))) such that
the image of Q0 is the element (37). Put
(38) Q := Tr((∇− ∇˜σM0 )2)−Q0 ∈ H0(Ω⊗2CM/M (D(t˜) + 2(D(m)red +D(σM ))).
We take µ1, . . . , µ3g−3+n ∈ H1(ΘCM/M (−D(t˜))) such that {(µ1)x, . . . , (µ3g−3+n)x} is a basis inH1(ΘCx(−D(t˜)OCx )
for any x ∈M . For each i, we choose a lift
(39) µˆi =
[
{(dˆi)αβ}
]
∈ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− 2D(p˜)))
of µi ∈ H1(CM ,ΘCM/M (−D(t˜))) such that (dˆi)αβ = 0 for any α, β ∈ ID(p˜) and there is no contribution
from the polar parts of Q at the support of D(m)red + D(σM ) for Q · µˆi, which is the image under the
following pairing
H0(Ω⊗2CM/M (D(t˜) + 2(D(m)red +D(σM )))⊗H1(ΘCM/M (−D(t˜)− 2(D(m)red +D(σM ))))
−→ H1(Ω1CM/M ) ∼= H0(OM ).
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Definition 4.6. By this pairing, we define Hamiltonian functions Hi (i = 1, . . . , 3g − 3 + n) on M as
(40) Hi =
1
2
Q · µˆi
for the lifts µˆ1, . . . , µˆ3g−3+n.
By Proposition 4.3, for the lifts µˆ1, . . . , µˆ3g−3+n, we have the vector fields ∂/∂ti on M :
∂
∂ti
:=
[({
uµˆi∇0αβ
}
,
{−vµˆi∇0α })] ∈ H1(G•M ).
Theorem 4.7. Assume that r and d are coprime. Let dM/THi ∈ HomOM (H1(F•M ),OM ) be the relative
exterior derivative of Hi. We define dHi ∈ HomOM (H1(G•M ),OM ) as
(41) dHi : H
1(G•M ) −→ OM ; [({uαβ}, {vα})] 7−→ dM/THi[({η(uαβ)}, {vα})].
Then the 1-form ωM (∂/∂ti, ·) ∈ HomOM (H1(G•M ),OM ) coincides with the 1-form dHi.
Proof. Let [({u′αβ}, {v′α})] be an element of H1(G•M ), and let E′ be a first-order deformation of E˜CM associ-
ated to [({η(u′αβ)}, {v′α})] ∈ H1(F•M ). We take a first-order deformation ∇˜σM0 on E′ along [({η(u′αβ)}, {v′α})]:
(∇σM0, )′ : E′ −→ E′ ⊗ Ω1CM/M (D(m)red +D(σM )).
Let
ϕ′α : E
′
|Uα×SpecOM [] ∼−→ O⊕rUα×SpecOM []
∼−→ E˜|Uα ⊗OM []
be an isomorphism as in 2.2. We denote this trivialization E˜|Uα → O⊕rUα by φ¯α. We put
(v0α)
′ := (ϕ′α ⊗ id) ◦ (∇σM0, )′ ◦ (ϕ′α)−1 − ∇˜σM0 ∈ ⊗ End(E˜)⊗ Ω1CM/M (D(m)red +D(σM )).
The collection ({η(u′αβ)}, {(v0α)′}) satisfies
(42) ∇˜σM0 ◦ (η(u′αβ))− (η(u′αβ)) ◦ ∇˜σM0 = (v0β)′ − (v0α)′.
For [({η(u′αβ)}, {v′α})] ∈ H1(F•M ), we compute ωM (∂/∂ti, [({η(u′αβ)}, {v′α})]) as follows. We have
(43)
− Tr(η(uµˆi∇0αβ ) ◦ v′β) + Tr(−vµˆi∇0α ◦ η(u′αβ))
= Tr(
(
−η(uµˆi∇0αβ )
)
◦ (v′α − (v0α)′))
+
(
Tr(−η(uµˆi∇0αβ ) ◦ (v0β)′)− Tr(vµˆi∇0α ◦ η(u′αβ))
)
− Tr(η(uµˆi∇0αβ ) ◦ (∇G•0 (η(u′αβ))−∇G•(η(u′αβ)))
where ∇G•0 (s) := ∇˜σM0 ◦ s − s ◦ ∇˜σM0 and ∇G•(s) := ∇˜ ◦ s − s ◦ ∇˜. We consider the second term of the
right hand side of (43). By the cocycle condition of [{uµˆi∇0αβ }, {−vµˆi∇0α }] and the equation
∇˜σM0 ◦ (−η(uµˆi∇0αβ ))− (−η(uµˆi∇0αβ )) ◦ ∇˜σM0 = −
(
∇˜ ◦ (η(uµˆi∇0αβ ))− (η(uµˆi∇0αβ )) ◦ ∇˜
)
,
we have
(44) ∇˜σM0 ◦ (−η(uµˆi∇0αβ ))− (−η(uµˆi∇0αβ )) ◦ ∇˜σM0 = vµˆi∇0β − vµ˜i∇0α .
By the equations (42) and (44), we have that
(45) [(−{Tr(η(−uµˆi∇0αβ ) ◦ η(u′βγ))}, {Tr(−η(uµˆi∇0αβ ) ◦ (v0β)′)− Tr(vµˆi∇0α ◦ η(u′αβ))})]
is an element of H2(CM ,Ω•CM/M ).
We claim that the element (45) of H2(CM ,Ω•CM/M ) vanishes. We can show this vanishing as follows.
We can assume that
(1) vµˆi∇0α = 0 for any α, and
(2) (v0α)
′ = 0 for α such that Uα ∩ (SuppD(m) ∪ SuppD(σM )) = ∅.
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In fact, since r and d are coprime, it is not necessary to consider the elementary transform (21) in the
construction of ∇˜σM0 . Namely, the relative initial connection ∇˜σM0 has no pole at D(t˜). We consider the
class [({uµˆi∇0αβ }, {−vµˆi∇0α })]. Let {ψα} be trivializations of E defined in the proof of Lemma 4.4. We
take a representative of the class [({uµˆi∇0αβ }, {−vµˆi∇0α })] associated to the trivializations {ψα}. Then we
can assume that vµˆi∇0α = 0 for any α. Next we consider the collection ({η(u′αβ)}, {(v0α)′}). We also take
trivializations {(ψα)′} of E′ as in the proof of Lemma 4.4. By the trivializations {(ψα)′}, we have a new
collection. We replace ({η(u′αβ)}, {(v0α)′}) for the new collection. By the construction of ∇˜σM0 , we have
(v0α)
′ = 0 for α such that Uα ∩ (SuppD(m) ∪ SuppD(σM )) = ∅. By the condition (25), we obtain that
the element (45) of H2(CM ,Ω•CM/M ) vanishes.
Next, we consider the third term of the right hand side of (43). We have
Tr(η(uµˆi∇0αβ ) ◦ (∇G•0 η(u′αβ)−∇G•η(u′αβ))
= Tr
((
ι(∇0)((dˆi)αβ)− ι(∇)((dˆi)αβ)
)
◦
(
(∇˜σM0 − ∇˜) ◦ η(u′αβ)− η(u′αβ) ◦ ((∇˜σM0 − ∇˜)
))
= 0.
Then we obtain that
ω(∂/∂ti, [({η(u′αβ)}, {v′α})]) = Tr(
(
−η(u˜µˆi∇0αβ )
)
◦ (v′α − (v0α)′)).
On the other hand, the 1-form dHi ∈ H1(G•M )∨ is described as
dHi : H
1(G•M ) −→ H0(OM )
[({u′αβ}, {v′α})] 7−→
[{
Tr
((
φ¯−1β ◦
〈
(dˆi)αβ ,
(
A˜β
dfβ
fβ
− A˜0β
dzβ
zβ
)〉
◦ φ¯β
)
(v′α − (v0α)′)
)}]
.
Here, A˜0αz
−1
α dzα and A˜αf
−1
α dfα are connection matrices of ∇˜σM0 and ∇˜ on Uα via the trivialization φ¯α,
respectively. Then we obtain that ωM (∂/∂ti, [({η(u′αβ)}, {v′α})]) = dHi([({u′αβ}, {v′α})]). 
Set N = r2(g − 1) + nr(r − 1)/2 + 1. Note that dimM = 2N . Let ∂/∂qi ∈ R1pi∗(F•)(M) and
∂/∂pi ∈ R1pi∗(F•)(M) (i = 1, . . . , N) be vector fields on M such that the morphism
(46)
O⊕2NM −→ R1pi∗(F•)(M)
(f1, . . . , f2N ) 7−→ f1∂/∂q1 + . . .+ fN∂/∂qN + fN+1∂/∂p1 + . . .+ f2N∂/∂pN
gives a trivialization of R1pi∗(F•)(M) and the vector fields satisfy the conditions ωM (∂/∂qi, ∂/∂qj) =
ωM (∂/∂pi, ∂/∂pj) = 0 and ωM (∂/∂qi, ∂/∂pj) = δi,j , where δi,j is the Kronecker’s symbol. Here we also
denote by ∂/∂qi and ∂/∂pi the images of ∂/∂qi ∈ R1pi∗(F•)(M) and ∂/∂pi ∈ R1pi∗(F•)(M) by the
tangent morphism
R1pi∗(F•) −→ R1pi∗(G•).
Corollary 4.8. Assume that r and d are coprime. If we take vector fields ∂/∂qi ∈ R1pi∗(G•)(M) and
∂/∂pi ∈ R1pi∗(G•)(M) as above, then the vector field determined by the isomonodromic deformation on
M is described as
(47)
∂
∂tj
−
∑
i
(
dHj
(
∂
∂pi
)
∂
∂qi
− dHj
(
∂
∂qi
)
∂
∂pi
)
for j = 1, . . . , 3g − 3 + n.
Proof. Let X be the vector field (47). We show that X ∈ Ker(ωM ). Note that
ωM (∂/∂qi, ·) : [({uαβ}, {vα})] 7−→ ω (∂/∂qi, [({η(uαβ)}, {vα})]) ,
ωM (∂/∂pi, ·) : [({uαβ}, {vα})] 7−→ ω (∂/∂pi, [({η(uαβ)}, {vα})]) ,
dHi : [({uαβ}, {vα})] 7−→ dM/THi[({η(uαβ)}, {vα})].
We have
dHj −
∑
i
(
dHj
(
∂
∂pi
)
ωM (∂/∂qi, ·)− dHj
(
∂
∂qi
)
ωM (∂/∂pi, ·)
)
= 0.
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By Theorem 4.7, we have
ωM
(
∂
∂tj
, ·
)
−
∑
i
(
dHj
(
∂
∂pi
)
ωM (∂/∂qi, ·)− dHj
(
∂
∂qi
)
ωM (∂/∂pi, ·)
)
= 0.
Then we obtain that X ∈ Ker(ωM ). Proposition 4.5 implies that X is the vector field determined by the
isomonodromic deformation. By uniqueness of the isomonodromic deformation for a Kodaira–Spencer
class, we obtain this corollary. 
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